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**Aktiviteter**

**Movement and Timing Control in Music Performance**
Sofia Dahl (Foredragsholder)
4 jun. 2021

**Movement qualities in different time frames**
Sofia Dahl (Foredragsholder)
5 maj 2021

**16th Sound and music computing conference**
Sofia Dahl (Deltager)
28 maj 2019 -- 31 maj 2019

**NordicSMC Winter School**
Sofia Dahl (Deltager)
4 mar. 2019 -- 8 mar. 2019
6th International Conference on Movement and Computing
Sofia Dahl (Arrangør) & Cumhur Erkut (Arrangør)
2019 → ...

The Journal of Somaesthetics (Tidsskrift)
Cumhur Erkut (Redaktør) & Sofia Dahl (Redaktør)
2019

RITMO International Motion Capture Workshop
Sofia Dahl (Deltager)
12 nov. 2018 → 14 nov. 2018

5th International Conference on Movement and Computing, MOCO 2018
Sofia Dahl (Arrangør)
28 jun. 2018 → 30 jun. 2018

Journal of Somaesthetics (Tidsskrift)
Sofia Dahl (Redaktør) & Cumhur Erkut (Redaktør)
mar. 2018 → jan. 2019

4th International conference on movement and computing
Sofia Dahl (Deltager)
28 jun. 2017 → 30 jun. 2017

4th International conference on movement and computing
Sofia Dahl (Deltager)
28 jun. 2017 → 30 jun. 2017

Workshop: Training, Sharing, and Enacting: Somaesthetics of Rhythmic Interaction
Cumhur Erkut (Foredragsholder) & Sofia Dahl (Foredragsholder)
28 jun. 2017

First International Workshop on Motor Learning for Music Performance
Sofia Dahl (Deltager), minho song (Deltager) & Rolf Inge Godøy (Deltager)
15 maj 2017

New Interfaces for Musical Expression 2017
Sofia Dahl (Arrangør)
2017 → ...

Frontiers in Psychology (Tidsskrift)
Guy Madison (Redaktør), Jessica Grahn (Redaktør), Sofia Dahl (Fagfællebedømmer) & Fabien Gouyon (Redaktør)
2014 → ...

Research Topic Functions of musical rhythm (Tidsskrift)
Sofia Dahl (Redaktør)
31 okt. 2013 → 30 jun. 2014

International symposium on performance science
Sofia Dahl (Arrangør)
28 aug. 2013 → 31 aug. 2013

SMAC Stockholm Music Acoustics Conference 2013 SMC Sound and Music Computing Conference 2013
Sofia Dahl (Arrangør)
30 jul. 2013 → 3 aug. 2013
Expression and control in music performance: The role of musicians' movements
Sofia Dahl (Oplægsholder)
4 jun. 2013

9th Sound and Music Computing Conference (SMC 2012)
Sofia Dahl (Arranger)

Sound and Music Computing, Understanding and Practicing in Sweden
Sofia Dahl (Arranger)
3 apr. 2012 → 4 apr. 2012

13th International Rhythm Perception and Production Workshop
Sofia Dahl (Arranger)
13 jul. 2011 → 15 jul. 2011

ASME 2011 World Conference on Innovative Virtual Reality (WINVR2011)
Sofia Dahl (Arranger)
27 jun. 2011 → 29 jun. 2011
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Sofia Dahl (Anmelder)
1 jan. 2011 → …

Journal of New Music Research (Tidsskrift)
Sofia Dahl (Fagfællebedømmer)
2011 → …

Haptic Audio Interaction Design
Sofia Dahl (Arranger)
16 sep. 2010 → 17 sep. 2010

The striking movement:: How do percussionists control timing and dynamic level when drumming?
Sofia Dahl (Foredragsholder)
11 feb. 2010

The striking movement:: How do percussionists control timing and dynamic level when drumming?
Sofia Dahl (Foredragsholder)
11 feb. 2010

Movement and timing control in drummers.
Sofia Dahl (Foredragsholder)
20 nov. 2009